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in the
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Sabbatical Leaves
Faculty members who have
completed six years of runtime service are eligible foe
sabbatical leave applications
available, now in the Dean or
the College Office ADM150.
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Suspect Admits Slaying
Nurse Near SJS Police

ASB Board Considers
Request for MUN
The future of the Model United Nations (MUN) program
at SJS this year hangs in the balance today as ihe ASB Financial
Athieory Board (FAB) prepares to reconsider a $650 request
for MUN in its meeting tomorrow afternoon.
Last spring, the board sent a recommendation to Student
Council that the MUN request be deleted from the 1965-66 ASB
budget. The matter was referred back to FAB, however, when
council defeated the recommendation.
Jerry Spolter, vice president and
chairman of the council, said that
"the real question involved here
is whether MUN will affect the
student body enough to warrant
(ASB) subsidizing it."
"It’s a good possibility," Spolter
added, "that it could in effect kill
PresiWASHINGTON (UPI)
the committee to withhold funds.
At the time, council considered dent Johnson today announced
the recommendation appeals were U.S. agreement with Panama to
made by MUN advocates to con- abolish the 1903 canal treaty and
tinue ASB support of the project, complete a new pact which will
and a petition with 375 student "effectively recognize Panama’s
signatures in favor of ripporting sovereignty" over the canal zone.
MUN was presented.
The two countries also have
Harold Kushins, student chair- agreed that the new treaty will
MUN, said that the $650 include terms "under which there
man
request included a $36 school reg- might be constructed across Panistration fee and $36 delegate fees ama a new sea level canal," Johnson said.
for 15 representatives.
Studies are still underway by a
Travel expenses are not being
requested, Kushins added, since special commission to determine
the convention next spring will be whether the new canal should be
held in San Francisco, hosted by built in Panama or elsewhere, but
the U.S.-Panama agreement calls
Stanford University.
The class, Political Science 180, for specific surveys of possible
meets every Wednesday at 7 p.m. routes in Panama.
The President made the anin CH 239 and gives two units
of credit. Twelve delegates and nouncement in a live televisionfour alternates will be chosen from radio address from the White
ter to atend the MUN convention House studio. The agreement also
the Hass at the end of fall was being announced simultaneously by Panamanian President Marco
convention.
Some 30 sttslents have already Robles in Panama City.
The 1903 treaty long has been
begun studies in a class familiarizwith Panamanians.
ing thent with the rules and work- a sore
ings of the United Nations and the It was an underlying cause of
foreign policies of Albania, which canal zone rioting in January, 1964,
SJS will be representing this year. in which 23 persons were killed.

New Treaty
For Canal
Says Johnson

Fall Friday Forum Opens;
Viet Nam War Discussed
Approximately 250 s t uden Is
assembled Friday afternoon to
hear the first Seventh Street
Forum of the fall semester.
Jim Shaw, social science major,
led the opening discussion by questioning why the U.S. is in Viet
Nam. He asked the audience if
anyone could explain U.S. policy
in Viet Nam.
Dr. Snell Putney, sociology professor, took the chair, saying that
the official State Dept. policy explanation is nearly identical to an
explanation he found in his daughter’s Weekly Reader, a news publication written for third graders.
Putney stated that U.S. policy
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is more "non-policy" than anything.
He continued to say that the
U.S. is afraid to hold free elections
in Viet Nam.
Putney’s sources of information
were challenged by student, Al
Hunt.
After replying that his sources
were "everything about Viet Nam"
he mild get his hands on, the
bearded sociologist surrendered his
place in the arena to student Hunt
Hunt spoke only a few minutes
on gaining psychological control in
Cambodia before he was relieved
by Paul O’Farrell, history major,
who provided a short history of
U.S. foreign policy.

SEVENTH STREET FORUM opened tor +he t.111 semester
a
critical discussion on U.S. policy in Viet NAm. Pictured is Kim
Maxwell, SJS graduate, as he expresses his opinions to the student
dominated crowd Friday afternoon. The speaker’s arena is open
to students and professors alike.
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POLICE DRAWINGSan Jose Police produced this rough drawing of what Miss Mildred R. Pedrich’s killer is thought to look
like. It was made with an "identa-kir device, using eye -witnesses’
descriptions.

New Probation Rules
Apply This Semester
San Jose State College students
both new and continuing, will be
subject to new probation and disqualification regulations beginning
with the current fall semester.
Undergraduate students will be
plaeed on probation when their
cumulative grade point average
falls below a "C" average.
The student must then achieve
a cumulative "C" average on Ins
&IS college work to be restored to
clear standing.
As a freshman, an undergradu.

NDEA Loan Here
The National Defense Education Aet (NDEA) loan (+arks
SJS, announced
have arrived
the Personnel Office Friday.
Students 011. have paid fees
may pick up their checks in
r ,,,,,, 252 of the Administration
Building. Those who haven’t
pant teem must make arrangements in the Personnel Office.

ate student will be disqualified
whether on probation or clear
standing, if he falls 15 or more
grade points below a "C" average
on his record.
If he falls 12 or more grade
points below a "C" as a sophomore
he will be disqualified.
As a junior if he falls 9 or
more grade points below a "C"
average. he will be disqualified.
Falling 6 or more grade points
below a "C" average as a senior,
he will also be disqualified.
Graduate students will be disqualified if their post-graduate
grade point average on work completed falls below a 2.0 prior to
completion 12, semester units, or
falls below a 2.5 after completing
12 or more semester units.
The exceptions to disqualification will be: if a student falls
in this category of disqualification
due to his cumulative record but
earns better than a "C" average
on his fall 1965 semester’s work,
he will not be disqualified but
placed on probation.

MacQuarrie Hall To House
Dept. of Law Enforcement
"New facilities and a new building are no substitute for thoughtful, courteous and ethical law enforcement," states M. H. Miller,
department chairman of law enforcement and administration.
Miller intends to keep these
goals as number one objective
when the department moves into
MacQuarrie Hall, hopefully in midOctober.
When asked about new facilities at MacQuarrie Hall, Miller
stated, "It’s fantastic, we have
over $50,000 worth of new equipment --probably the finest facilities
in the country."
New facilities for law enforcement students and faculty include
a 10 station shooting range, Ft cornilete photo lab for black and white
.ind color, a ballistics mom, an
irmory, an ammunition storeroom
.ind a garage.
Miller said that SJS law enforcement department. will be available
to law enforcement agencies for
new services.
The shooting range is pmbahly
the best. illuminated range in the
country," said Miller. "In addition,
il is one of the first wate’r recovery pits."
Water recovety pits eliminate
flying lead and dust which are
dangers in standard pits.
There is a garage lift on the
ground floor to enable photographers and fingerprint men to
work more efficiently.
In the crime scene mom mock
crimes are analyzed by students.
Miller also stated that the build-

ing was not completed by the Aug
1 deadline because of the painters’
strike this summer.
He feels that it was ic mistake
to open the first three floors to
classes this fall because of recent vandalism and the tracking
of plaster chips, dust, and dirt
through the building.

Gallery Displays
Faculty Art Exhibit
The ari department’s Annual
Faculty Exhibit which opened
Sept. 20 will remain open thnsigh
Oct. 15.
The wchibit, which includes faculty works in paintings, graphic
art, jewelry, textiles and weaving,
ceramics, sculpture and photography, is shown in the SJS Art Gallery, first floor of the Art Building.
Professor Warren W. Fauns,
chairman of the department, commented on the exhibit as a project
that he looks forward to each
year with curiosity and excitement. Ile said that he always
looked forward to the few surprises that would be exhibited in
the Gallery.
Professor Fauns also said, ’Traditionally this exhibition reveals
divergent views and convictions.
Since ours is one of the largest
art departments in the nation
with more than 50 members our
staff represents a very proud
cross section of the art world."

By BOB COMPTON
Daily staff Reporter
Clarence McDowell,

22year-old unemployed shoeshine boy who police say has
admitted the violent slaying
of a retired nurse near SJS
Tlitirsday, will be charged
%% ith suspicion of murder and
robbery today by the di..trict
attorney’s office.
Capture and subsequent
arrest of McDowell ended a
51 -hour man hunt which began when Miss Mildred Pedrich was brutally knifed to
death in a I:1111111 romat at 485
E. San Carlo, St., near the
SJS campus.
"The Police Department is confident they have the right man,"
Lt. Fred Peterson said yesterday.
He said seven witnesses picked
McDowell as the suspect from a
lineup Saturday afternoon.
McDowell remains in County
Jail where he ha.s been held without bail since his arrest Friday
afternoon in a downtown hotel.
Police said McDowell told them
he was in ins hotel room when
Miss Pedrich was killed, hut tinder
questioning admitted the fatal
knThifinegs.uspect apparently loilered
for 30 minutes around the laiindromat while the victim washed
and dried clothing, according to
detectives.
When she put coins into her
purse, police said, McDowell spotted some paper money and decided
to "get it all." As it turned out,
Miss Pedrich had $2.92 in her
purse, of which two $1 bills were
talcen by McDowell.
Miss Pedrich, 62, of 449 S. 16th
St., apparently was washing her
clothes when her attacker attempted to snatch her purse, then
stabbed her when she resisted.
Witnesses described the man
as a light -skinned male Negro,
about 180 pounds, with hair
combed in a pompadour. He was
described as wearing a dark brown
sport jacket, dark trousers and
dark shoes.
Chief of Detectives Barton L.

Collins has sent 12 officers on an
intensive ma nh unt "all over
town."
Late Friday Collins’ men had
rounded up nine possible suspects.
Collins said he had some leads
to work on. "We have a few pieces

of physical evidence which we
hope will help us," he said.
As the Daily went to press
fimeral plans for Miss Pedrich
were still pending at the Darling,
Fischer & Faber Chapel of the
Hills in Los Gatos.

Student Recalls Death
Jim McKee, 20-year-old SJS sophomore from Saa Jose, was
awakened last Thursday morning by a woman’s screams. Five minutes later she died in his arrns.
The woman, Miss Mildred R. Pedrich, had been stabbed by a
man as she resisted his ptirse-snatching attempts in a laundromat
at 485 E. San Carlos St.
McKee, who lives in the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house,
281 S. llth St., adjacent to the laundromat, tells this story:
"I heard the screaming while I was still in bed. Claude (Claude
Fullerton, McKee’s roommate) was yelling that a woman had been
beaten.
"I ran outside and saw some guy running near the end of the
block. I yelled, ’Stop that man!’
"Then I went into the latindromat A woman lying on the floor
near the door, looked up at me. She was trying to say something
but kept choking. I thought she had been beaten.
"I ran over to her clothes basket and took out a towel to wipe
blood from her face. I didn’t realize she had been knifed.
"I tried to clear blood out of her mouth, and checked her
pulse. There wasn’t any pulse.
"When I stood up, I saw the knife next to her. There was
nothing else to do."

Indians Claim Pakistan Violates
U.N. Cease-Fire Agreement
By JOON A. BARTON
United Press International
NEW DELHI (UPI)India accussed Pakistan Friday of violet -

Anti-Viet Policy
Demonstrations Set
The Viet Nam Day Committee
of Berkeley announced plans last
week for world-wide demonstrations Oct. 15-16 to protest U.S.
involvement in the Viet Nam war.
Spokesmen for the organization
express hope for mass rallies in
Europe, South America, Asia and
at. least 30 U.S. cities.
The committee’s international
headquarters is located in Berkeley, home of the University of
California.

ing the United Nations cease fire
at several frontier points while
pm Palcistan guerrillas reported
killing 83 Indian soldiers in a
flareup of fighting ill Kashmir.
The Indian accusation was the
first report of violations since the
cease fire went into effect at 6
p.m. EDT Wednesday.
An official government statement said the Pakistanis had entered India and dug trences at a
number of points.
Indian anger turned to Britain
meanwhile for halting military
shipments during the war with
Pakistan. Deputy Bhavat Jha Azad
of the ruling Congress Party asked
India to withdraw from the British Commonwealth. In the heated
debate some members suggested
Britain be expelled from the Commonwealth.
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Criticizes ’Sensationalism’

Yugoslav Journalist Views U.S.
By LAVELLE JACKSON
Aleksandar Petkovic, leading
editor and political figure from
Yugoslavia, described American
journalism students as "more
interested in the world’s contemporary pmblems than I
suspected," when he visited
SJS last week.
Pet kovic (mired the S.IS
Journalism and Advertising Department, and visited the Sparian Daily editorial and advertising departments, radio-television center and press-photography facilities as a part.
al his participation in the Foreign Leader Exchange Program

of the Department of State,
Washington, D.C.
Speaking through an litterprefer during an interview, the
38-year-old journalist explained
that when he sat in on journalism classes at. a college in
Iowa, he found that "those
young people are mare intelligent and more interested in the
world’s contemporary problems
than I sespected."
Petkovie long has been involved with the youth nf Yugoslavia and WAS chief editor of
"Mladost," publication of the
Yugoslav youth organization,
fmm 1956-64. Ile is also author
of a publication titled "Yugoslav Youth."
Petkovic went on to call
American newsmen in general
"the fastest, and maybe the
hest, in the world," but then
criticized what he called extensive use of sensationalism,
tragedy and personal affairs in
the news.
The Yugoslavian papers, Petkovic said, devote more space
to political and public social
activities, with more regard for
personal life than do American
newspapers.
A member of the Federal
Committee of thr Socialist Al
hence ol Worker,’ People nf

.

’fastest and best’

of the League
Yugoslavia
of Communists, Petkovic currently Is secretary for Yugoslavia’s Commission for International Relation.% and editor
of "Yugoslavia and the World,a yearly publication.
t’ancerning censorship, Petkovic said, "Our reporters arc
responsible to themselves," but
he added that the ideals of socialism are the basis for this
responsibility.
Petkovic is visiting the United States to study jonrnalisrn.
government, aut0Mai ion, and
varssis nther a,peets of US.
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Thrust and Parry
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and foeulty chance to express their views
on campus. local, national. or international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debates on such
current affairs. Contributions to Thrust
and Parry must not exceed 250 words,
must bit typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or ASB number. The Daily
will not print letters which are libelous,
in poor taste. or include personal
attack. The editor reserves the right
to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publica
tion of letters dealing with subjects
h
believes have been exhausted.

Second class postage paid of San Jose, California. Member Califorola Newspaper Publisher’s Association and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Published daily
by students of San Jose State College, except Saturday and Sunday, during
college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder -of-semester basis. Full
academic year, $9; each semester, $4 50. Off-cempus price per copy. 10 cents.
Phoe 264-6414 Editorial Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385. 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081,
2082, 2083, 2014. Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours 1:45-4:20 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
BOB SCHERNER
Advrtising Mgr.
SCOTT MOORE
Editor
JOHN HELD
Day Editor
CARY KOEGLE
News Editor

Editorial Comment

Draft Rules Faulty

Intuition Tells Student
Out-of-State Fee High

the San Jos, , I, ,tive Semice Hoard.
-..iiiester may be
students taking less than 15 unitsubject to the tlraft. Other pot 14 \ 1 liumtes regarding
student- ills., were announced 1.1-1 yteek by the local
group.
This action has been approved by. I.t. Gen. 1.1k6.Hershey. 72 -year-old head of .S. Selective Sery it
Such stiff tightening of regulations stems from
J4d111Soft’s order for more men to wage tlw fierce \
Nam %var. It is Ilershey’s job to implement the exectitk
order.
Total effect of the new regulation, may not lie
desirable. espeeially for Seleetite Scr% irt.. The rules
were designed Oil catch those draft -eligible students enrolled in college to escape eonseription. But will such
students he caught?
Those students successful in molding the sert
ran easily adapt to the nets rules. which may result in a
disappointingly small yield of college draftees.
The stiffer rules. when they do not serve their intended purpose. become unrealistic nuisances,
SYNerely restrict the flexibility of students who may have
planned to carry lighter academie loads.
electite Service also should be aware that students
are attempting to meet the 15 -unit requirement by taking
classes they don’t want or need. The result is crowded
classrooms and burdensome pressures on faculty, students. and administrators.
If Selective Sery ice is looking to college students
as draftees, it ought to analyze more carefully individual
student needs. ’The present rules are spawning problems
which are unnecessary and harmful.
Some students already are inflamed over the mere
presence of .S. troops in \ sia. Selective Service may be
int iting far more serious campus demonstrations than
those which occurred last year met- Viet Nam. More
carefully planned regulations
pre\ eta such problems.

Editor:

According lo

4
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Viet Protest Immature
lierkeley’s Viet Nairn Day Committee is calling for
worlibt%ide demonstrations next month to protest
actions in \sia. We are crossing our fingers and hoping
that this planned protest is a miserable flop.
The most effective thing students can do is ignore
this troublesonie group. There are more matUre ways
of expressing opposition to \ iet Nani policies ilium liy
disrupting classes. communities. and local citizens.
The Uttiyersity of California hardly needs another
riotous year. \ pparently the \ iet Nam Day Committee
is eager to throts the uniy ersity into chaos mice again..

Many returning non-residents
were dumfounded at the $50 increase in their $250 tuition, in
addition to their regular fees.
This is virtually taxation without representation, for they
elect no one in this state. If the
increase is justified, fine, but
is it?
Since there has been no increase In school taxes taccording to my friends) and tuition
is collected to reimburse Californians for their education taxes, the old equivalent amount
should still be equivalent. If
taxes increase. then tuition must

"Ayub, you don’t. expect me to fall for THAT old gag .. ? ?"

Washington
Streamlines
Civil Rights
WASHINGTON (UPI )-- President Johnson Friday announced
steps to "s t ream line and
strengthen" federal enforcement
and other activities in the civil
rights field.
The President announced this
would be accomplished by reorganization of various federal
agencies and departments.
The reshuffling, based on recommendations by Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, provides that each administrator
of a federal program vvill bear
the full responsibility for making certain that his programs
are administerd without discrimination and with full consideration of the objective of
equal opportunity, the White
Flouse said.
A major feature of the reorganization will be to transfer
from the Commerce Department to the Justice Department
of the Community Relations
Service which is assigned to conciliate civil rights disputes.
Johnson also appointed Wiley
H. Branton, a veteran civil
rights worker in Atlanta, as
special assistant to Any,. Gen.
Nicholas Katzenbach to conduct a "full and vigorous and
swift" program ot voter reel,
t
trio II)11 for Negroes in the

1
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rxigetttial Wa9-3
By TOM

Who said progressive education is bad?
Despite the pressures on Gov. Edmund G.
Brown to extend the agenda of the session, one of
the most crucial areas facing this state, ft:cent improvement and reform in the educational field, will
fail to reach the legislative floor before the "snow
falls on the Sierra."
After his highly successful First Governor’s
Conference on Education, the California chief
executive still stands pat on limiting the special
session to reapportionment, Medicare and, perhaps, tax reform.
While this fact is not surprising to many, it
should dampen the spirits of such local educators
as SJS’ President, Dr. Robert D. Clark, who has
said he believes fiscal reform is needed immediately to improve our educational system.
The National Education Association removed
Oklahoma’s school system from its blacklist Friday because the state, apparently realizing the
importance of education to the welfare and economic growth, increased its financial support of

MEAD
education. The NEA said, in part, that Oklahoma
"will not tolerate shortchanging of children’s education."
In California Assembly Speaker Jesse M. Unruh ID-Inglewood) has established a special commission to investigate the total higher educational
structure in the state.
Prompted mostly by the riots at Cal during
the fall semester last year and the pay cut in
college professors’ salaries, the speaker, who
appointed himself chairman of the commission,
apparently has heeded the cries of California
educators who proclaim, "This state is five years
behind other states in education."
The commission will conduct hearings throughout the state and question individuals from all
walks of life.
The answer? It’s expected in two years. The
results of the study will reveal, to a surprised
public, that California’s educational system is
seven years behind the rest of the nation. Ah,
progressive education.

Increase, but taxes haven
Hence, the increase is not justified on functionary financial
reasons.
Perhaps in-state places are
being filled by, out -of -staters,
but merely increasing tuititni
will not eliminate the problem,
for money is the only difference.
Good students should be sought
for a school, and requiring otitof-staters to have higher academic qualifications than residents would fulfill the school’s
function and limit out -of-staters.
The Trustees have increased
tuition because they need money,
:aid taxing non-residents will nut
lose votes for anyone. The consequences of their action are
manifold.
Their failure to notify known to-be-returning-non-residents of
the increase prior to registration
(cashier learned on Sept. 2:3, and
all catalogs said tuition would
be the same) has caused some
students to run into financial
difficulties. Rental contracts
can’t be broken, and it is too
late to apply elsewhere.
Those in humanities and other
special courses will find they
lose credits for which they paid
$17 per unit if they do transfer.
I think we should be given at
least a semester’s notice of tuition increase in order that we
(nay earn the money or arrange
for transfer. We received notice
on Sept. 2:3 when we paid old’
lees.
Since out -of-staters have paid
to be Californians, they should
have a voice in the financial assessments applied to them. Remember King George, what happened in the colonies.
John Coppock
ASIS A192

State of the Union
The College Union movement
at SJS began in 1928 but was
dropped ancl not renewed until
1955 when the State Legislature
earmarked $750,000 for a Union
at SJS. This plan was also
dropped and in 1960 a College
Union Committee was formed
to prepare plans for a Union.
On Dec. 11-12, 196:3, SJS students approved the Union venture. Completion is expected in
1967.
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NNe not only have the widest selection
of both new and used texts in thi, area.
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PULITZER
PRIZE
WINNER
Outstanding among today’s editorial cartoonists is Paul Conrad, winner of the Pulitzer
Prize and Sigma Delta Chi award, highest
accolades his colleagues can bestow.
His brilliant, penetrating comments on the
leaders, the problems and the news of the day
. . his striking and forceful style ... his delightful humor ... all these put him at the top
of his profession.
Enjoy his distinctive cartoons regularly on
the Editorial Page of
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Late Checks Arrive ’Council Nays Rescue Petition’Pres.

A-T OATALOGOI
The Audio,Vistial SelNiCe ren
ter distributed current catalogs
of A/V Center holdings of educaChecks totalling $56,8-15 were
tional films to departmental sec- sent out to over 130 SJS students
Friday for work during July and
retaries last Friday.
August in the Work -Study’ pro ram, according to Dr. William J.
inset, SJS vice-president.
’rhe Work -Study program is

NOTICE

Welcome Students
and Faculty

GAS
259
279
Regular

ASB Group Meets
’I he Personnel Selection Committee will hold its first meeting
today at 2 in the College Union,
announced Clark Heinrich, Personnel Selection Committee chairman.
The committee inteiviews all
applicants for ASB appointive positions, and then presents its recommenations to the ASB president.

Ethyl

NOTICE

2

9

9

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

I

Student Council has refused to a goodwill bicycle tour to Costa
part of the Economic Opportunity grant money for the return trip Rica .
Act, organized to provide part- plane fare of iv
Bob Rifts, 31 -year-old SJS stn.
SJS students
time employment for stutlents from stuck in Guadalajara, Mexico, un dent, petitioned council for funds
low-income fatuities.
to fly the remaining emissaries
"The students should receive
back ’ to SJS in time for late
their checks in time to pay tuiregistration.
tion," Dr. Dusel said. "However,
Bill Clark, sophomore represtudents who have received adsentative, objected to the petition
vances must be issued new checks
because it would set a precedent.
Welcome Students
with the loans deducted."
The question was also raised
as to the legality of using student
Faculty
and
DRIVE CHAIRMAN
body funds for purposes of this
sort.
Dr. William R. Blythe. associate
The original purpose of the trip
professor of civil engineering, ha,
was to present a scroll to a unibeen named campus chairman oo o
versity, in San Jose’s sister city
the torthetnning Santa CI., o
San Jose, Costa Rica. The scroll
County United Fund campa ,
contained approximately 1,000 sigdrhe.
natures of SJS students expressing
A coordination meeting is schedgoodwill and friendship with South
uled for Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 1:30
Regular
America.
p.m. In II -I to officially launch the
The trip was financed by the
drive.
three participants, Bob Bitts, who
is blind and rode a tandem with
Rafael Reyes, 37, and Dan Barklin,
19.
The Young Man
Plagued by troubles from the
in the Know
start and way behind schedule,
knows "Dacron".
they have been without money for
Trusts oxford buttonEthyl
three months, and the Catholic
down shirts of 65%
Church has been feeding and shelDacron* polyester, 35%
tering them.
combed cotton to stay
neat, fresh, wrinkle -free
all day long. White,
colors, stripes at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont’s registered
trademark.

Better Things for Better
thro gh Chemistry

SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark held
a reception honoring the college
faculty Sunday. Sept. 26 between
6 and 9 p.m. in the Art Building
quad.
The annual Art Faculty Show in
the College Art Gallery was open
during the evening, and books
authored by SJS faculty membent
were on display.
The "Gus Lease Show," a troupe
of students under the direction of
Dr. Gus Lease of the SJS music
faculty, provided outdoor entertainment for the evening. The
troupe has performed at Armed
Services installations.
Further entertainment for the
reception included Mrs. Nancy
Gustayson, harpist on the music
faculty, and the "Jugheads," a
musical group.

Living

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

w/Minimum Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27-28

Puritan Oil Co.

Puritan Oil Co.

4th & William

4th & William

Just show your reg. or faculty card!

GRODI
deal for young guys anywhere!
has the best credit

SHOP MONDAY THROUGH FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.
VALLEY FAIR
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER

4th St.

Bldg.

JUICY

Hot Dogs
Steak
Burgers
Assorted
Sandwiches
DELICIOUS

Students and Faculty Members...

YOU MAY
CHARGE $100 WORTH
OF THE FINEST
CLOTHES
ON CAMPUS...

215 So.

Spartan
Burgers

1 50
50
50
100
100
50

w/Minimum Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27-28

I EAT AT
SPARTAN
LUNCH
Opp. Science

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

all PON)

150
50
50
100
100
50

Clark
Holds Event
For Faculty

SPARTAN DATLT-4
moonday. September 27, 1965

CHILLED MUGS

Root
Beer
5c & 10c
Coke
Orange
Drink
Milk
Shakes

Parks anywhere

ICE

CREAM

SAN DWICHES

A Honda is a slim 24"
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
I,ike just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 NN ith its d istinguished T-bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department CI, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

ICE CREAM BARS
AND DRUMSTICKS
ICE CREAM
SUNDAES
For Your Coffee
Break, You Can Be
Sure W’e Will Always
Serve You a Good
Cup of Coffee!

HONDA
orlti’s

biggest ’tibial

SPARTAN
LUNCH
215 So. ilth St.
()pp. Science Bldg.

4--RTART

Monday, September 27, 1963

11) %II V

Province Director

NOTICE
Welcome Students
and Faculty

GAS
259
279
Regular

Ethyl

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas
Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

150
5c
5c
10c
100
50

w Minimum Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27-28

;=;"-

Campui

Phi Mu Greets Adviser
Mrs. E. W. Scarnmon, province
director for California, Arizona
and New M,xico. and national

aaiier

mr, ,,,,, 7WW.,

music adviser to Mu Phi Epsilon
will be on campus tomorrow.
Mrs. Scammon. national fourth
vice president, will be the guest
of Mu Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu chapter at SJS.
She will review ceremonies,

meet with officers anti attend
a formal business meeting. She
also will spend the day with
chapter president Kathy Schenk

AT SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
with the WORLD PREMIERE of

ALICE GHOSTLEY

by
HENRY MANCINI
FRANZ WAXMAN
DAVE BRUBECK
STAN KENTON
JOHN LEWIS

89 So First St., S.J.
CY 3-6252
OTHER EVENTS IN SERIES

CELEBANOFFHis Strings
AND ORCH.JAN. 17
LES FEUXFOLLETS
National Folk Dance Co.
of CanadaMarch 5
Fred Waring Show Mar. 19
STUDENT SEASON TICKET

CHRIS RICHERT

San Francisco Municipal Judge Rupert Crittenden has announced plans to complete sentencing of defendants in the fourmonth-old University of California sit-in trial by next week.
So far, 717 have been sentenced. according to UPI.
’Twelve defendants, all demonstration leaders. were sentenced
to jail terms. Five others chose to serve 25-day jail terms.

PRIMARY PURPOSE
That the primary purpose of the university is the advancement and dissemination of knowledge.
That rules must not regulate the content of expression or
advocacy or otherwise limit constitutional rights.
That the rules should, as far as possible, reflect the consensus
of the campus conununity.

In e ocw owslcal
prior to
Broadway

SEASON TICKETS
NOW ON SALE AT
Wendell Watkins
Box Office in
Sherman Clay

MRS. E. W. SCAMMON
. . visits SJS campus
and faculty adviser Miss Lois
Brainard.
She will meet with Mu Phi
Epsilon alumnae chapter and
audition local sorority members
for invitations to perform at
the Mu Phi Epsilon national
convention to be held in Porti.ind, next August.
Mrs. Scammon, a graduate of
the University of the Pacific,
performs extensively in Northern.Californiti as a vocalist and

ONLY $6.60
.400001100066We

NEW HEART
An artificial heart, designed at the Indiana University Medical
Center in Bloomington, Ind., may be ready to install in a patient’s
chest within two years, its developers recently revealed.
The hydraulic system, designed to permanently supplant the
human heart, pumps fluid against walls of two plastic chambers,
making them pulsate and pump blood, according to the Indiana
Daily Student, university student publication.
The heart is being developed by Dr. Winton H. Burns, anesthesia resident at the center, under supervision of Dr. Hariis D.
Shumacker Jr., chairman of the Department of Surgery.
Power for the small, high-speed motor activating the iteart
would be transmitted by radio waves through the body wall.
A nuclear povver source might be inserted within the chest in
the future, physicians report. The project is presently supported
by U.S. Public Health Service.

Fashion Magazine Starts Rebellion;
Aims Attack At Conventional Styles

A new kind uf rebellion has
been declared in the name of
beauty by the editors of Mademoiselle magazine. KNOW THYSELF! is the battle cry.
It’s total warfare against the
, conventional face, figure and
, fashion habits coeds have been
so accustomed to in the past.
kIt’s a campus -wide scramble
for uniqueness that can be seen
k on our own SJS grounds.
.40043001.
Mademoi’’Unfortunately,"
- selle claims, "most of these
! ’rebels’ emerge from the campaigns not as innovators. but
as carbon copies of one of the
contemporary, categoriz ed
images . . . "
The "beats," for instance, are
wearing pierced earrings,
stretched sweaters, faded jean.s,
tattered ponchos and long,
straight hair.
Signs of the sophisticated coeds show hair and heels up, the
eyes heavily emphasized with
make-up, longer eyelashes, and
skirts that are tighter.
Big dark eyes with big, dark
horn-rimmed eye glasses give
away the intellectual miss.
Then, there are those who
are trying to achieve the ex-

HAVE YOU TRIED ANI:ELO’S? b
SPECIAL MON., TUES., WED. §k1
SPAGHETTIAll you can eat for
$1.00

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William

Free parking at Al’s

Earl’s 38 S. 3rd St.

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara St.

..e...0000acor...--c000000saoorey-..e.c.

citing London look. Three ingredients necessary for this are
"a figure that is thin as possible, big soft eyes and long
legs with big soft feet."

Tower Hall
Almost Done

Women Faculty
To Start Semester
With Brunch

Just

call him "Smooth Sam"

IIE’S WEARING "DACRON"3-"ORLON"6
Ultramatic Prost Beggar dress slacks. Even
when the humidity hangs hot and heavy,
or he’s soaked in a sudden shower, 701e
"DACRON" polyester-30i. "ORLON" acrylic
keeps these fine dress slacks smooth and sharply
creased. They even take repeated washings
without a wrinkle. And Haggar styling gives
him the trim fit he wants in fine dress slacks. No
wonder the gals go for "Smooth Sam". 10.95
031311 Poen Rem T.M.
WIN ATOM MUSTANG or one of 30 othrr 1,’A
prices. Bee your Biggar dealer for de’

College Males Get
Fashion Magazine

MAJOR SPEECH
Dr. Roger W. Heyns, new Berkeley chancellor, made his first
maj ,r speech recently when he called for increased student participation in forming campus rules and making other decisions.
New university student activity regulations, including changes,
were announced at a recent press conference on campus.
According to Dr. Heyns, the new rules "will be in effect until
a final set is developed."
Assumptions behind the regulations, as reported by the Daily
Californian, Berkeley campus paper are:

San Jose Concert Series
Opens Tomorrow Night
AT 8:30 P.M.

Soecio/ MoterM end Now EY,,C, IMP
JAMES THURBER and JULES FEIFFEll

By

.

The Wonien’s
y Club
will hold its annual brunch in
the Faculty Dining Room of the
Cafeteria on Sunday, Oct. 10,
at 9:30 a.m.
New faculty women are invited as honored guests. Returning and retired faculty women pay $2. Reservations must be
arranged with Miss Elsie Hoeck,
assistant professor of health
hygiene, Health and Hygiene
Department, TFI57, by Oct. 7

The once condemned Ivy covered Tower Hall Is now in its
ending stages of reconstruction.
The Tower is being readied for
occupancy by President Robert
D. Clark and his executive staff.
Expected completion of the
Tower is to be near Christmas.
In earlier plans for construction, Tower Hall and MOITIS
Dailey Auditorium had been condemned in 1963. On Oct. 6,
1964, Executive Dean C. Grant
Burton announced that the Tower would be torn down in 30
days. This announcement rallied
students and alumni in a drive
to save the Tower. A telegram
was sent to Governor Edmund
G. Brown with more than 3,000
signatures requesting the restoration of the Tower.
Although the Department of
Finance seemed in favor of destroying the Tower and building a new classroom building.
Speaker of the Assembly Jesse
M. Unruh, gaVe his support to
the students and alumni on the
effort to save Tower Hall. In
February of 1964, the Board
of Trustees voted to save the
Tower and auditorium.
In spite of the fence that
now surrounds the Tower, it will
soon be opened again and, as a
reminder of the desire of the
school to save the old landmark, the telegram sent to Gov.
Brown will be enshrined in the
Tower as the power that helped
preserve San Jose Stale’s traditional symbol.

YES, SIRCamera

catches George Friedrich, senior industrial
management major. on a shopping spree at Mosher’s Ltd., San
Fernando and Fourth Streets. Stripes are definitely "inn this season as George’s choice of striped coat and shirt shows.

As that pretty girl on TV
says: "We’d want to have a
word with all you men."
College men now have their
own publication devoted to what
they should wear and how they
should wear it. The new magazine, GQ Campus & Career Annual, is published by the editors
of Gentlemen’s Quarterly.
Content of the new magazine,
however, is more conservative
than that of its parent publication.
FASHION-MINDED
As editors of GQ Campus &
Career note in the introduction,
the college student is a traditionalist in his clothing taste.
Today’s college man, they say
"is intensely fashion-mided; he
is aware of every detail of his
clothing and will snop for hours
to satisfy his conceptions. But
he is wary of the very new."
READY, SET, GO
Here is a fashion exam that
you can take to test your
knowledge of the latest men’s
fashions and fads:
1. With a checked shirt you
can wear a solid -color tie or a
) checked tie. ( 1 polka dot
tic. ( ) wide-striped tic.
2. "Navy is a color flattering
to any man." ( 1 True ( )
False.
3. You are having dinner at
one of the city’s finest restaurants; your best choice of a
shirt wou1.1 be a ( 1 buttondown oxford -cloth shirt. (
tab-collar shirt with French
cuffs. ( 1 neatly striped sport
shirt with ascot.
4. It is incorrect to wear a
striped tie with a striped shirt.
( 1 True ( 1 False.
5. Wearing a hat contributes
to baldness. ( ) True (
False.
6. A jacket should fall to the
end of the fingertips. (
True
( 1 False.
7. Which has the greater alcohol content? ( 1 After shave.
( ) Cologne.
R. The ideal amount of shirl
collar thal shows in back is
usually considered to he:
( I none. (
%". (
1/2".
(
1".
9. Never wear a tie with blue
in it with a brown suit.
( 1 True ( ) False.
10. Trousers should ( I fall

just
1" above the shoes. (
touch the shoes. ( ) break at
the shoes.
ANSWERS
*Kam’s alp ganot ’site .or
.asim .8 ...si .8 .aultotto
.sjpia
’eS113,4 .9 .asie,4
touaaa
antioo-gej,
anaj, 7, ati dad( its-aPtt’A T

NOTICE
Welcome Students
and Faculty

GAS
59
Regular

Ethyl

Guaranteed
Mdior Oil Co. Gas

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

w/Minimum Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27-28

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William

DR. CHARLES V.
THOMPSON

optometrist
EYES EXAMINED

CONTACT LENSES

FASHION EYEWEAR

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

GLASSES REPAIRED
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
32 SOUTH FIRST STREET

GET HACCAR

SLACKS AT:

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SJS
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
193.5026
G.14. SASS &CO , 159
,Aummoolik

15c
5c
5
10c
10c
5c

MAID

Street, W,Iton, Mame

HP.4.RTAN DATLYn

AAU Action Affords Hoberg Seven JC Transfers
Experience He Needs as Star Win Starting Grid Jobs
M"daY’ SePtemb". 27’ 19g5

SPORTS IEW S
BOyFfspoSTrOtsCEKLOorN
Football traditionally is the largest gate attraction on SJS’ sport.
scene
The gaine is exciting and colorful. It has hulftiine entertainment
that most other sports can’t come close to matching.
’-’;IS has had some outstanding football teams in the past but
since 1960 it has boasted two winning teams 11960-61), two losing
squads (1962 and 1964 1, and the 196:1 contingent, which broke even.
Spartan football teams always will bring in a sizable gate, either
from a top-notch grid squad or from students and fans just going
to watch the game.
Two fall sports have 1;een grossly overlooked. Water polo and
soceet are exciting and fast-moving.
The Spartan withr-dogs were second in the nation last year
and anothei inipressive team is in the making this year.
SJS’ soccer squad Was Western Regional champs last year and
only attracted good crowds for two Ait Force Academy game,.
Says water polo coach Lee Walton: "You always see the hall in
water polo and you are able to follow all the action. ’rhe spectutot.
is closer to the athletes."
Says soccer coach Julie Menendez: "Soceet. is the number one
stxnt of the world anti it is rapidly capturing attention in the U.S.
If the students would just come to one meet, they would see its
excitement."
SJS has a large enrollment from Southern Califmnia. Neither
soccer nor week polo is played in high schools in that area and
many students don’t give the two sports a chance.
Both squads play numerous home games this fall. If you have
never seen either of these sports, attend several of their contests
and see two of the fastest moving sports at SJS.

Gridders Meet Utah State
SJS footballers play their first powerful contingent limn Utah
game in Spartan Stadium this State Saturday to highlight anseason when they tangle with a other big athletic week at SJS.
The Spartans lost their home
opener to Idaho 3-0 last year.
STANFORD JAZZ YEAR
Utah State is considered one
presents
of the more powerful Rocky
an afternoon with
Mountain teams. Like San Jose,
they are independent, but play several of the teams in the Western
Athletic Conference.
Coach Lee Walton’s water polo
squad will try to repeat last
year’s victory over Fresno State
when it hosts the Bulldogs Friday night in the Spartan P001.
The frosh poloists meet West Valley Junior College in the preliminary contest.
In an important soccer match,
coach Julie Menendez’ booters
travel to San Francisco to meet
strong USF Saturday.
Louis Armstrong
State cross-country runners will
and his All Stars
go to Hayward to meet the host
Sunday, October 10
Cal State entry and Sacramento
2:00 P.M.
State in a triangular meet SaturFROST AMPHITHEATER
day.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
3.50
2.75
2.00
tickets on sale at:
San Jose Box Office
40 West San Carlos Street
All ini ramural foot ball team
ticket orders to:
managers and captains are to
STANFORD JAZZ
meet in MG 201 at 3:30 this afterBox 6508,
noon, according to Dan Unruh,
Stanford University
intramural athletic director.
or call:
The purpose of ’the meeting is
321-230C Ext. 4317
to discuss this year’s progtarn and
AlININI111MII*
set game dates.
Unruh etnphasizes that it is important that every team be represented at the meeting.
An officials clinic will be held
after the meeting at 4:15.
Fraternity league grid ertries
ine.o be turned in ‘,y 310.

Intramural Meeting

NOTICE
Welcome Students
and Faculty

GAS
25 9
27 9
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.p.irts Writer
Water polo coach Lee Walton
makes no bones about it,
He comes right out and admits
that sophomore Steve Hoberg
should become one of the best
Spartan waterdogs in schmil history by the time he graduates.
Walton feels Iloberg, if he keeps
up his early season puce, could
become an All-American as a soph
this season.
Hoberg, while not considering
such accolades, admits that he
feels better than he ever has this
season as far as aquatics go-and this goes back to his fourth
birthday when he won his first
swimming medal as tin age-group
competitor.
The 5-11, 170-pcunder credits
this improvement and feeling to
the experience he gained over the
summer playing AAU polo for the
El Segundo Swim Club. a team
which also boasts Olympian Ray
Saari.
El Segundo participated in the
National AAU Water Polo Championships at Foothill Junior Callege this sununer and was the
only team in the tourney to defeat
eventual champion Foothill AthIN MANY WAYS, Steve Hoberg holds the fortunes of the SJS
letic Club.
water polo team just as he is pictured holding up a Spartan water
Walton feels this experience of
polo ball. Only a soph, Hoberg is counted on to be a top scorer
playing with some of the best
and the team’s sprinter this season.
performers in the nation is the
main reason for his sprinter’s im- really admires in his star is his time to improve himself," Walton
provement.
"coachibility." "He readily takes explains.
Ilowever, the one quality Walton suggestions and is willing to spend
Hoberg came to SJS last year
from Mira Costa High in Pornpose Beach. lie immediately made
his mark in Spartan athletics,
being the team captain and one
of the top scorers on the Spattababes’ polo squad.
In high school, the mathematics
major competed in varsity wale’
polo and swimming for three
By BOB REED
Alain came to the United Sta
ars, gaining various all -league
Daily Sports Writer
in 1962 as a foreign exchange
"My greatest athletic ambition student at Menlo-Atherton High and California Inter-Seholast ie
is to play on the 1968 Olympic School. He went out for basket- Federation ICIF) honors.
ball there, but broke his arm in
And no one can convince Walton
basketball team."
an early game and was sidelined
These are not the words of a for the remainder of the season. that he won’t outdo these honors
a member of coach Stu Inman’s
Following graduation, he was of- at San Jose.
varsity cage quintet, but rather fered a partial scholarship to USF.
of soccer ace Mariano (Mani) but turned it down for financial
Gonzales.
reasons. He decided to enter SJS
The 20-year old native of Ma- after a conversation with Inman.
drid, Spain, excells in both sports,
The muscular six-footer letteren
but admits that his chances for in frosh basketball. He tried oi t
stardom in his home country lie for soccer the following sprit g
in the hoop game.
and has been first-string half"When I was in high school in back on coach Julie Menentle z’
Spain, we were allowed to partici- crew ever since.
pate on only one athletic team.
At the conclusion of the soccer
Since basketball is just beginning season, Mani plans to switch
to get popular there, I chose it attention to varsity basketb) II,
over soccer, which is played by primarily, he says, "to keep in
practice for 1968."
everybody."

Booter Sets Sights
On Olympic Cage Berth

c;

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

novels including Shake
speare’s works. Improve your
understanding and your
grades. Call on Chtt’s Notes
tor help in any
literature course.

125 Titles in all among
them these favorites:
Hamlet Macbeth "scarlet letter f
of Two Cdoes Moby Da.lt Return of
Rabe* The Odyssey
Julius Cars,
Dune and Pourshment The
(So,
Expettabons
Huckleberry f 111,1
N ,
Henry IV Part I WIrthering tielehty ft
I edr Phi.le arid Pretudoce I urd Joi
Othello
tOrllver’s Travels
Lora vl

$1 at your bookseller
or write:

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

15c
5c
5c
10c
10c
5c

w/Minimum Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27 28

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
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said,

the new
arrivals are in!

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

Those Tattersall
shirts

in

assorted checks.

And, new sleeveless sweaters in

navy . . .

burgundy

. .. brown ... tan ... olive
. . . green . . . black . . .
grey . . . royal blue .
and ... rust . .. and morc.!

Vaughn, Inc.
SJS

5c
5c
5c
10c
10c
5c

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

Purchase
For 2 Days
Mon., Tues., Sept. 27-28
w/Minimum

Puritan Oil Co.

y

125 So. 4th St.
292-7611

4th & William

rum’ Nil invites you to

"

HOO
by mislakel

No
man
is alone
for long
in Paris.

27 9 1
Ethyl

10 a

Ethyl

HUCKLEBERRY FINN and
Torp Sawyer are easier when
you let Cliffs Notes be your
guide. Chtt’s Notes expertly
summarize and explain the
plot and characters of more
than 125 major piays and

f hOre
Seveti
trans!.
have earned starting berths on .-,ay Hughes from El Camino and
the SJS grid squad this season. John Boyd from Vol, Hughes
r
NII-Arneric ri
Offensive starters Include flank- , was
er back Steve Cox, guard Sam
Moore, center Fred Gereb o,
end Darwin Ball.
The newcomers on the first
fensive unit are ends Marty
caglio and Mel Tom, and t,
Welc ome Students
John Rhodes.
C’ox was a two-time all -leaguer
and Faculty
and 1964 All-American from LA
Harbor, while Moore was an All Golden Gate Conference choice at
San Mateo. Gereb played at San
Bernardino Valley and Ball at
Cit rus.
Baccaglio and Tom were all conference choices at Marin and
City College of San Francisco, respectively. Rhodes is also from
Citrus and is vying for a job
with JC transfer, Jim McGuire,
from Hartnell.
Battling with Gereb at center
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Find the mistakes our artist made in copying Me Homla original ’2*

a crass imitation
A

reader of the Spartan Daily
is sure to win!

you may win this
Honda CA.102

t

di

A

This contest is "fixed": we guarantee
that one of the winners will be a reader
of this paper.
Could he be you? Could you be he?
Find out today!
Not in a Paris Club Stripe belt, anyway.
The colors catch the chicks’ eyes. The
masculine cowhide trim does the rest. They’re
bold beltslike the women who admire them.
$3.50 takes one home.
Send the belt
tag with just
$2 to Paris for
a regulation -size ( 22"x31/2 ")0/2" >hard
(ouch!) maple fraternity paddle with a leather
thong. Beautifully grained and finished.
Decorate it, hang it up or keep classmates in line
with it! Shipped postpaid. Write: Paris Belts,
PO. Box 3836. Chicago. Illinois 60654.
Please indicate your college or university.

PARIS’ 11161;IS
AVAILABLE AT THESE CAMPUS STORES:

Applegate’s Men’s Wear
Roos Atkins

1. Get an entry blank for complete rules
with any Parker pen you buy.
2. Count and circle the mistakes, and
drop your completed entry in the box
at your dealer’s.
If you count and circle right, you may
win! Simple enough?

or this
HOnda C.110

.

d
’..)7"r*/

Jotter Ball Pen. Now with stainiess
up to 80,000 words. $1.98.

steel -writes a clean, clear line
,4r,11.

New Compact Jotter. First girlslze ball pen made
Uses the same big Jotter refit!. $1.98.

tor girl-size

173814
hands.

.4‘lo

-46 CO4VOrtible. The pen that fills two ways and ean remind you when
running out of ink. Fills with the handy TAP-TANK
carol fge or from an ink bottle. standard modei-S5 00.

VIM a Honda by mislake! 11’3 more fun Mal
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ASB Seeks Pace Tells
Committeemen Of T ravels
Through Asia

Students desiring positions on
the ASB committees listed below
must sign up for interviews in
the College Union entrance hall
before the interviews begin.
A chairman and five committee
members am needed on the ASB
Election Board. Interviews begin
tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Interviews start Wednesday at
2 p.m. for the chairman and six
committeemen of t he Spat tan
Programs Committee in the College Union.
The ASB Personnel Selection
Committee needs a public relations
director. Intervievvs for this position will begin at 2 p.m. Thursday
in the College Union.
Interviews for a chairman and
five members of the ASB Lecture
Committee will be held Friday
in the Collece Unpin beginnine

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student
or
Rent To Own
1

EILISINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170 South Second

Food Choices Given

Meal System Changed
Adopting a new system usualresults In difficulties until
iveryone involved has learned
ly

that go

the do’s and don’t’s
with it.

May:or Joseph I.. Pace trail
Such has been the case at
members of the International Stuthe cafeteria during its first
dents Organization, "I would give
week of serving more than
It (Kashmir) to Pakistan because
10,000 students and faculty
75 per cent of its people are
members.
Moslem in origin."
Cafeteria changes this year
Dr. Pace made the statement
center on the new meal ticket
in his "Around the World in 30
plan, following last semester’s
Minutes" speech given on campus
mass exodus of meal card holdThursday.
ers among dorm residents. StuCommenting on the present
dents were offered a new fivestruggle between Pakistan and
day a week ticket at $127 per
India, Dr. Pace qualified his strong
semester. This compares with
statement by saying that the peolast year’s seven-day, $200 per
ple of Kashmir should he allowed
semester tickets.
to vote whether they want to be
The new meal cards are not
with Pakistan or India.
compulsory for all dorm resiAccording to Dr. Pace, Saigon
dents but unlike last year,
was very quiet when they were
tickets can not be refunded durthere although they were told that
ing the semester.
a grenade had recently killed seven
Another new feature for
people in the hotel in which they
ticket holders is the choice of
stayed.
foods rather than the cusIn Tehran th. Paces stayed with
tomary standardized breakfasts
family. The mayor explained
.ind dinners.
that he tried to live with a lamb
wherever possible, to learn the
true way of life.
Dr. Pace also told hLs audience
about the trip that he, Congress- ’
man Charles Gubser, and business-1 SAN JOSE (UPI) - Gov. Ed men took to the Soviet Union in mund G. Brown said Thursday
1962. He said he was impressed
the idea of one house of about
with the educational and housing
legislators "deserves
facilities in the major cities of160 fulltime
’consideration."
Russia.
he emphasized he
However
The mayor summed up his travels by saying, "It’s nice to go to I was not offering it as a pro-

Brown Requests Full-Time House

BSA b50 ec
57 FORD Co., A
Best offer. Call 2.
’57 FORD RANCHWAGON.
cond. $340. 269.4983.
’57 CHEVY convert. All Hark. $Sr,
ofirr. 786.2593.
crash holmn’
’62 VESPA G.S.
tras, $230. Call Bob 298-7379.
’59 RENAULT’. Runs. cheap. Best
794-4914 after 6y.rn.
’ I
R/1-1
’10 PONT. co
$1.000 nr offer. Call 79/
FOR SALE 131

FEMALE ROOMMATE-Share unai,
xt3, Rent $46. 297.8I,
RM.-suitable for 2 lao
ihe rose garden. 3/
’ or 5 p rn.
6LDRM APT. Girls mdrr. St-ucie^’.
A- s Pc,vrn. Apt. $130. 1/2 n
SJS. No lease. $160. Sparta:, Ma,
A?,
rURNISHED 2 BEbRM. APT. Pool. $17
1,1, 298 1/90 or 29/
ll,ppd. housing 2 &
2 bath. No contract.
1 529 So. lOth.
nu CAMPUS 1 -beiirrn. 1-urn..
’-’ S. 10th 293 4955.
SI
ROOMS
IUNrPFR HALL

kif.

r

Tr’

PROF’S WIFE NEEDS MOTHER’S HELP,
hsewlc. Approo.
ER. Near Sara’
’,ans. needed. Leave
3 hrs. daily.
oho,
F O. 232.
namn

FEMALE & MALE ROOMMATES Share
/kw
unappd. apt. 41,
student
MALE ROOMmATE - Ser.
-,nly! upp. d;v. or grad.. new & quiet apt.
Cal, 294-2859.
1555
MALE ROOMMATE -$40 per mo. Furn.
- Apt. II. 297.4335.
i MEN
,
Sgt. &--elljes7i63.
-.My. 46 S. 14th St.
,
’.
ANN DARLING APTS.-$85 & up. 1 2
s
,rn. Oros. & Cols.
,
,
, ,
I.00k. Near shop
33rd &
Marburg Way 298.O6S4
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE. Disct.
,
i" 9957.
Call Ned C
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR UNAPPD.
- 5. I ith. 193-3126.
APT. $32 S,
MODERN STUDIO APT. Accom. 2. SM.
617 S. 9th. 298.0602.
LUXURY-Now quiet 2 & 3 bdrrn. apts.
SJS. $120. Call 294.0662 or 297I/2
9400.
FEMALE ROOMNiATE TO-SHARE-UN.
APPD. APT. 455 S. 13th &.1. 298 5688.
UNAPPD. APTS. mod. 2 bdrrn. (urn. $130
rno. 65 S. Ilth. 293.3126.

HOUSING (51

LOST AND FOUND 161

SLIDE RULE. K&E Log Loq
used 2 wks. $15. 295-2748.
MICROSCOPE-Tiveda. four obis. 4
three 100. Call after 5 p.m.. 295.8765.
3 PC. LVRM. SET. Mod. Tan & brw. Llke
new. Chair & sofa made to bed. $85.
Walnut step table $9.50. Port. record
Piave,. offer. 293.0525 after 5 p,rn.
HELP WANTED 14)
PART TIME CHILD CARE, LIPS and
Pkone 248.9399.
Thurs. from
HASHERS WANTED I-nch & dinner.
Call Sigma
.
HASHER WANTED --contact Theta Xi
:h. 294.6294.
fraternity. 391
2 DISHWASHERS WANTED-14a S.
I Ith. Sigma N
,,,ernity.
SENIOR-JUNIOR MEN -part time sales,
comm. average $100/$200 nor wk. Con +ad Ron Curry 298.0880. 520 S. 10th.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, Unappioved
anartment. Pert $40. Close to campus.
Call 286.0E3? sfter 3,00.

dence halls and four at the women’s dorm.
All

interested

would like to accept an opening
ing office at 319 S. 5th, Apt. 6.
Payment will be pro-rated from
the date of occupancy. Meal tickets will be optional to new residents.

t Ivo

Publication
To Debut

Phrateres International, 7 p.m.,
Home Ec. 1, "Rush Tea" get-together for activities.
Young
Republicans,
8
p.m.,
Home Ec. 5, regular meeting.

Budgets Heralded

Special Fees Due

RENTALS-Special student rates
ar month. Pbone 377-2935.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. In my home.
, raed Thesis also. Call 259-4710.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced and
ch. Phone 259.5118.
TYPING. Term papers. thesis, weekly
Gni bettor grades with wall.
,
IBM
papers. Reasonnble
248-6056. Mrs,
electric. script nr
Patterson.
TYPING. Charge per page. Spelling.
etr. corrected. Phone 292-2346.
SEWING & ALTERATIONS--for co-eds.
& hsmothers. Marie E. Gabel, 340 S.
10th, No. 2. 295-6089.
TIRE CHAINS-rental. sales, mostly new.
All cars. most trucks. Paul Navarra &
Lehman Bros. 1937 S. Ist St. 294-0204.
RENT A T.V.--$10 mo. Esche’s 251-2598.
EXPERT TYPING-all kinds. reasonable.
Phone 294.3772. 9.6.
v

TRANSPORTATION (91
RIDE AVAILABLE-or form car pool
from Hayward area. Phone 538-6560.
WANTED-Rido to San Fran. after 9:45
p rn. Tues. Anne 775.9047.

1

-Send to: Spartan
Daily CI ASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

RIDE OR RIDERS--from Santa Cruz.
423.9113 after 3:30.
REDWOOD CITY COMMUTER NEEDS
RIDERS. 368-7082.
To place an ad:

Here’s the
shortest line
between
graduation and
a "go-places"
career.
Your name:

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -.1206
Daily
10:30-3:30

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
two late!
One time
2 lines

nne time Three times
50c a lune .75c. a !Me
51.00
51.50

Five times
20c a une
$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
TIM this
amount tor
each addibenal line

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (13
LI Automotive (2)
D For Sale (3)
Help WanInd (4)
[l Miasma
I int and Inund (6)

It’s the one you sign on at your
placement office for an interview with IBM
October 19-20
Want grOWth-with a difference?
Career excitement -with
stability? New frontiers in all
technologies -With the leader
in the nation’S fastest -growing
major industry?
IBM can offer you extraordinary
growth opportunities in
Research, Development,
Manufacturing, Programing
and Administration -throughout
its network of labs, plants
and technical centers.

(9)
n
n persnr.i, (,)

UNAPPROVED APARTMENT FOR RENT.
$100 month For two. 635 So. Ilth Apt.
16. 293 8426.

D Services (Al
0 Transportation (9)

Certainly. he wants to talk to you
about these key jobs.
They’re jobs with technical
responsibility. Where you can

MIN. Rooms, kitchen privileges. Single.
double. Phone 295.5305.

Name.

1

All t

Directory Here

caLS QUIET UPSTAIRS ROOM. Wok
kitchen priyIlegcs. $35 month 79/ 6(3/9

ROOM $30 mo. 1/2 bar. from SJS. Kit.,
& shower. Clean. 292.1327.

of

Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Cafeteria room A, first meeting.

SOCIal
Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
place of meeting will be posted
Engl- on bulletin boards on campus, first
meeting of the semester.

TUESDAY
Society

Alpha Lambda Delta, 4 p.m.,
F0104, election of officers.

Social Affairs Cortunittee, 2
p.m., College Union, first meeting.
A pictorial f eat ur e magazine
will debut on the SJS campus WEDNESDAY
"Spartan from the Start," a di- this fall as a successor to Lyke
Society for the Advancement of
Management (SAM), 7 p.m., Conrectory of student organizations and La Torre.
Designed as a lab production cert Hall, orientation rush meeton campus for 1965-66, Is now
ing.
available, free of charge, to in- of the Journalism and Advertising
Department, the new magazine
terested students.
will appear three times in the
The brochure can be obtained in
coming academic year. The final
the Activities Office, the College
issue will incorporate pictures of
Union and the Information Desk
ASI3 treasurer Rick Trout has
graduating seniors.
in the Administration Building.
tumounced the following budgets
The staff for the magazine will
be working under Gary Nichamin, will be considered at next Council
general manager, and Linda Sulli- meeting:
van, editor. Faculty advisers are
Inter-collegiate
Rifle
Team,
.1
who have Wednes- assistant professors Joseph Swan Chapel remodeling expenses, Womday night classes only should turn and Gerson Miller.
en’s Extramurals, Women’s Recin their registration packets on
La Quita Baldock and Sherry reation Association (WRA), Modei
Wednesday. Sept. 29 from 5-8 Bmwn will be assistant to the United Nations (MUN), Reed, the
p.m. in the Women’s Gym, rooms general manager and associate edi- English
Department’s
literary
154 and 155.
tor. respectively. General mana- magazine, Association of Student
Students whose registration ma- gers will be: Pat Cline, advertis- Governments of the United States
terials are complete should turn ing; Dan Toney, business; and of America (ASGUSA) allocation,
in their materials at arty of the Mike Dean, promotion.
and Pacific Neighbor’s Progrtun.

n

FEMALE ROOMMATE MOW. 423 So.
7th St. Apt. 1. 3 girls need a 41h. Sen
ior preferred.

who

are encouraged to notify the hous-

If you want the facts about these
careers. you’ll want to talk to
the IBM interviewer.

MEN. $20 per wenL. 10 meals llo.r.o
n(i.,bewe. 104 So. Ilth 786 1940

students

neer*, 7:30 p.m., 107 Aeronautics
Building. First meeting of the
year with introduction of officers
and orientation for rtew and prospectivc members.

Phone 294.64i4, Eat. 2465

"

rn buy, sell, rent or
announce a nyth ing,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

FEMALE UPPER DIVISION ROOMMATf
WANTED. Share unapproved fur,
2 bedroom house. Close to campus. Ca
Eve. 295 1487.

GIRLS UNAPPROVED ROOM. Kitchen
peIvileges. 1/2 block from campus. 537
month. 60 So. 7th St.
- COMFORTABLE QUIET ROOMS. 146
Se: 14th St. 286 3025.

Robert L. Baron, housing eoordinator, reports that there are
14 openings in the men’s resi-

Rally f’onuriltleo, 2:30 p.m., Student Union, regular meeting.
Institute ot Electr4cal and Electronics Engineer*, 7:30 p.m., room
147, purpose to get acquainted
with all new and returning members.
Club, 7:30 p.m., TH55. get
acquainted meeting.

Send in handy order blenk. Enclose
cash or eheck. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Clossifieds.

joi.;w6h3%, "670’
N.

FALL RENTALS-f....n. 2 bdrrn. unappd.
apt. $140.$148 rno. 351 S. Ilth. Mgr. No.
6. 29A-3494.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED.
Beiltutifal 3 bedrocrn apartment. W/W
etftpoting. fireplace. 2 baths. Good lo
cglion. Cal; 286.1436.

SERVICES 181

p

siuden.
MALE UPPER
LOST
Kw wanted. Phone 2913.0881 or 286-9324.

SENIOR GIRL WANTS UPPER DIVI.
SION FEMALE ROOMMATE. I nrlo
approved annclmnnt 99 So 14111 No. 14.
Cantact Donne after 430. Rent $40.

house system might be warranted
by the growth of California.
He said he thought the state
might be served well with the
house if the legislators were paid
well. He said he considered an
adequate salary "about $25,000."

Spartaguide

ether places but it’s always good posnl.
The governor, touring a new
to be back in your own country
San Jose airport, said the one
and mucstoms."

Spartan Daily Classifieds
AUTOMOTIVE 121

Approximately 800 dorm residents have purchased meal
’..-ards under the new plan, ac.7ording to Michael Dolan, cafeteria manager.
Dolan announced that beginning today ticket holders will
be faced with a slight change
from the short-lived method
which was used during the first
week.
The original plan for meal
cards was to allot $1.60 a day
of which a minimum of 30
maximum of 60
cents and
cents could be used for breakfast during the hours of 6:9510:30 a.m. The remainder ot
the ticket velue could be used
for dinner from 2:30-6:95 p.m.
The cafeteria has now revised
this system so that the ticket
will still represent $1.60 a day
but will now contain monetary
amounts of 40, 40. 40, 20. 10, 10.
The ticket holder may use
the various monetary values in
any way he chooses during the
designated hours by having the
cashier punch out the correct
amount each time of purcha.,

Dormitory Space
For 18 Students
Now Available

Run Ad
Starting Date
ami-waea.

Address
_ _

_ (No. of days) Enclose $

nom__

put your ideas to work and
earn superior rewards.

IBM is going places.
Why not come along?

In a growth company like IBM,
responsibility and advancement
come rapidly. In fact, during
the next five years IBM expects
to appoint approximately 6,000
new managers. A wide range
of training and education
programs will help you meet
the challenge of growth

Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talents at IBM.
Job opportunities at IBM lie in
eight major career fields:
(1) Research and Development,
(2) Engineering,
(3) Manufacturing, (4) Finance
and Administration,
(5) Marketing, (6) Field
Engineering, (7) Systems
Engineering, (8) Programing.
IBM is an Equal Opportunity
Employer..

SO visit your placement office
now for a line on IBM. Sign
on it for your interview. If for any
reason you can’t arrange an
interview, visit your neares1
IBM branch office. Or write:
Manager of College Relations,
IBM Corporate Headquarters,
Armonk, New York 10504.

IBM

